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An X-ray fluorescence flow cytometer that can determine the total metal

content of single cells has been developed. Capillary action or pressure was used

to load cells into hydrophilic or hydrophobic capillaries, respectively. Once

loaded, the cells were transported at a fixed vertical velocity past a focused

X-ray beam. X-ray fluorescence was then used to determine the mass of metal in

each cell. By making single-cell measurements, the population heterogeneity for

metals in the mM to mM concentration range on fL sample volumes can be

directly measured, a measurement that is difficult using most analytical methods.

This approach has been used to determine the metal composition of 936

individual bovine red blood cells (bRBC), 31 individual 3T3 mouse fibroblasts

(NIH3T3) and 18 Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) cells with an average

measurement frequency of �4 cells min�1. These data show evidence for

surprisingly broad metal distributions. Details of the device design, data analysis

and opportunities for further sensitivity improvement are described.

1. Introduction

In addition to their organic constituents, cells contain a variety

of bulk, trace and ultra-trace elements. In most cases, cells

appear to have homeostatic mechanisms that maintain

elemental concentrations within narrow limits. Knowledge of

these cellular concentrations under different conditions is

important for understanding homeostasis. Relevant concen-

trations range from �10–100 mM for bulk elements (e.g. P, K,

Na and Fe in red blood cells) to 100 mM–3 mM for trace

elements (e.g. Zn, Mg, Ca and Fe in other cell types) to

1–20 mM for ultra-trace elements (Cu, Ni, Mn, Se) (Herring

et al., 1960a; Shamberger, 2003). These concentrations are

perturbed under various conditions and disease states

(Herring et al., 1960b; Kakkar & Makkar, 2009), and these

variations can be clinically diagnostic. For example, patients

with spherocytosis have red blood cells with higher than

normal Fe content in relation to their volume (Kakkar &

Makkar, 2009).

Toxic metals can also result in disruption of metal concen-

trations. For example, cadmium has been found to biologically

mimic the substrate binding of zinc (Kamizono et al., 1989).

This is in part why Cd is toxic, because although it can replace

Zn2+ structurally it cannot replace it functionally (Hartwig,

2001). Likewise, dietary or genetic disruption of metal ion

homeostasis, particularly copper and iron, causes many

disease states (Fahrni, 2007; Madsen & Gitlin, 2007).
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Homeostatic mechanisms governing the so-called ‘metal-

lome’ are interconnected and a change in one regulatory

process can impact others (Ariño et al., 2010; Bertinato &

L’Abbe, 2004; Chillappagari et al., 2010; Dann et al., 2007;

Dlouhy & Outten, 2013; Eide, 2009; Zhao et al., 1998). For

example, increases in intracellular Zn in S. cerevisiae have

been attributed to increased expression of Fet4, which trans-

ports Cu, Fe and Zn (Li & Kaplan, 1998; Pagani et al., 2007).

As such, characterization of the complete metallome is very

important.

Finally, dynamic regulatory processes involved in homeo-

stasis can lead to significant heterogeneity in elemental

concentrations across a population of cells (Davey & Kell,

1996; Kalisky & Quake, 2011; Musat et al., 2008; Leslie, 2011;

Eide, 2009; Brehm-Stecher & Johnson, 2004). For all these

reasons, a complete characterization of metal homeostasis

requires not only the mean concentration of an element for

a sample but also the cell-to-cell variability in concentrations

in order to truly understand homeostatic responses of the

metallome. As such, there is a pressing need for high-

throughput techniques capable of elemental analysis of single

cells.

There are several methods that have sufficient sensitivity to

give single-cell elemental compositions. These include mass

spectrometry (MS), metal-specific organic fluorophores, and

intrinsic (X-ray) fluorescence (McRae et al., 2009; Penner-

Hahn, 2014). Fluorescent probes have been used to report on

subcellular transition metal cations such as Zn (Kikuchi et al.,

2004) or Cu (Yang et al., 2005) and can have excellent sensi-

tivity. However, these are generally less useful for para-

magnetic ions, and even for diamagnetic metals fluorescent

probes are limited to detecting only the chelatable metal in the

cell. Moreover, by binding to metals in the cell, fluorophores

can disrupt metal homeostasis. MS methods can have exquisite

sensitivity and multielement detection capability. Recent work

has demonstrated the ability of inductively coupled plasma

to ionize the metals from single cells (Miyashita et al., 2014;

Mueller et al., 2014; Ho & Chan, 2010). Using quadrupole MS

detection (Groombridge et al., 2013) it

was possible to detect as few as �105

Mg atoms per cell; simultaneous multi-

element detection is possible using

time-of-flight MS, although at lower

sensitivity. The challenges of MS

methods for single-cell analysis include

incomplete cell vaporization, incom-

plete metal ionization, and the varia-

bility in ionization efficiency for

different elements (so-called matrix

effects). In contrast to these methods,

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is always

detectable without chemical pre-treat-

ment (i.e. fluorophore addition), has

minimal matrix effects, detects both

bound and free metal ions in the cell,

and is readily detected for most biolo-

gically relevant metals.

With the development of intense, third-generation

synchrotron sources, XRF imaging of intact cells using either

dried or cryogenically frozen samples has become a widely

used technique. Recent work (Wang et al., 2014) used raster

scanning of air-dried cells in fly scan mode with unsupervised

cell identification to separate cell types and quantify the

elemental content of individual cells from XRF datasets. This

work successfully identified hundreds of cells using imaging

techniques. However, imaging techniques do not permit easy

time-dependent manipulations of cells, and are not readily

accessible to other techniques (e.g. light scattering, fluores-

cence cell sorting) which have been optimized for intact fluid

cells. The combination of cytometry, which allows the

manipulation of single cells in biologically relevant fluids with

XRF for elemental analysis offers a solution to the need for

single-cell metallome analysis. A brief report (Sophie-Char-

lotte et al., 2013) noted construction of an XRF cytometer

using a syringe pump and a microfluidic channel but did not

describe any characterization of the device. In this paper, we

describe the development and testing of an XRF-based flow

cytometer that permits detection of total trace element levels

in aquated, living, actively respiring cells with moderate

throughput.

2. Design

Our design goal was an XRF flow cytometer that could sample

individual cells with a per-cell measurement time of �1 s. This

relatively slow rate is a result of the need to acquire appro-

priate counting statistics using current synchrotron sources. At

this rate, the jet flow and hydrodynamic focusing used in

conventional cytometers are not possible. Rather, we relied

on simple fluid flow through a capillary, with the capillary

diameter the sole constraint on cell position.

A schematic illustration of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1.

There are two visible-light cameras to allow determination of

cell position. The two nearly perpendicular cameras allowed

us to determine cell position in three dimensions and thus
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Figure 1
Instrument design. Schematic illustration of the instrument showing the two horizontal microscopes,
the sample holder and the XRF detectors.



correct for beam inhomogeneity (see below); some early

measurements used only a single camera and were thus only

semi-quantitative. Two X-ray fluorescence detectors, each

equipped with a Mo collimator to decrease detected scatter

(Behne et al., 2001), are aligned perpendicular to the beam

direction. The distance between the detectors was 2.8 cm

giving a 1.4 sample-to-detector distance, although some early

tests used a larger sample-to-detector distance (�2.5 cm).

Hydrophilic capillaries [PMMA, polymethylmethacrylate;

50 mm inner diameter (i.d.), 100 mm outer diameter (o.d.)]

were loaded using capillary action. The linear velocity while

filling was �1 mm s�1 so that a 20 cm capillary took �10 min

to fill. A water droplet was used to trap an air pocket at the

end of the capillary in order to slow the linear velocity to

�5 mm s�1. Hydrophobic capillaries were filled using a syringe

and the flow was controlled by adjusting the relative height

(�h) of the reservoir on each end. This syphon pump allowed

precise control of cell velocity (see Fig. S1 of the supporting

information); each 1 mm difference in �h increased the

linear velocity by �0.3 mm s�1 (25 mm i.d. capillaries) or

�1.4 mm s�1 (50 mm i.d.).

3. Conceptual approach to analysis

3.1. Combining XRF and video data sets

Cells have variable sizes, metal content, velocities and in

some cases overlapping beam residence times, making single

cell quantification of metal content impossible from the

measured XRF alone. In order to deconvolve the signals from

cells, one needs to know the path of each cell through the

beam at every point in time. With conventional cytometry, this

is accomplished using light scattering. Since there was not

sufficient X-ray scattering contrast between capillary+solu-

tion and capillary+solution+cell to allow cell detection, we

instead used visible-light microscopy. Video data were

collected synchronously with XRF using a visible-light

microscope (Mitutoyo, M Plan Apo 5�/10� objective; Infi-

nitube Standard with Iris diaphragm; Edmund Optics 5012C,

Color GigE Camera). Although the identification and tracking

of objects in video data and the fitting of XRF data are well

established (Herrero & Bescós, 2009), we are not aware of

previous efforts to combine XRF time traces with cellular

‘tracks’ to deconvolve single-cell total integrated fluorescence

counts.

To align the video and XRF data, we first estimated the

beam location in the video. As the beam irradiates the capil-

lary it also slowly (5–10 min) discolors it, providing a visual

estimate of beam position. Each frame of the video was

converted into a binary mask identifying the position and area

of each cell in that frame. The xy coordinates of each cell were

then connected across frames based on minimizing changes in

cell size and frame-to-frame cell displacement. The vertical

profile of the beam (see x4.2) was initially aligned with the

capillary beam image. Convolution of each cell’s profile with

the beam profile, followed by column normalization to unity,

gave an M�N matrix, A, of theoretical fluorescence traces,

where M is the XRF scan number (proportional to time) and

N is the cell number. This gives the predicted fluorescence if

each cell had the same composition. Interpolation of the

array’s time frame onto the time frame of the XRF data and

deconvolution of the amplitudes for each column allows the

total integrated counts of each cell to be calculated using the

entirety of the dataset.

If F is the XRF time trace for a given element, then

F ¼ Ac; ð1Þ

where A is the M�N array above and c is the amount of that

element in each cell. In principle, analysis requires only that

equation (1) be solved for c. In practice, A depends both on

the slope (differences in frame rate) and intercept (differences

in t0) that are used to align the video and XRF time bases, and

on the spatial alignment of the measured beam profile on the

video frame. Therefore, the time base and beam position (a

vertical shift and rotation of the capillary relative to the video

frame) were first refined iteratively to minimize the mean-

squared difference between the predicted and observed XRF

for the element with the largest signal, and these values were

then used for the other elements.

3.2. Integrating with respect to position

Matrix c in equation (1) has units of normalized counts s�1

which, with appropriate calibration (see x4.3), can be

converted to fg s�1. This would give cellular mass if each cell

had a constant velocity and spent the same amount of time in

the beam. Since this is not the case, data were converted from

time domain to space domain using the measured frame-by-

frame vertical position (y) of each cell. The y-coordinates were

sorted in increasing order and the corresponding x-coordi-

nates and counts, c, were reorganized to match. By inter-

polating these data onto a uniform y-grid we obtained a new

curve that is equivalent to the counts corresponding to

convolution of the beam profile with the cell composition.

Integration of this curve gives the total metal composition of

the cell.

4. Experimental

4.1. Sample preparation and handling

Trypsinized bovine red blood cells (bRBCs, 0.1 hematocrit,

obtained from Lampire) were diluted 1:20–30 using phosphate

buffered saline (PBS; Fisher Scientific) depending on capillary

size. The stock and the diluted aliquots were kept at 4�C.

NIH3T3 cells were grown from cryopreserved aliquots in

atmospheric O2 and 5% CO2 at 37�C. Cells were thawed and

placed in 12 ml of complete medium (CM) [Dulbecco’s

modified Eagle medium, high glucose variant (4.5 mg ml–1),

supplemented with 10% donor bovine serum] in 75 cm2 flasks

at 5� 105 cells flask–1 (6.7� 103 cells cm–2). The cells were fed

on day 2 (75% replacement) and then subcultured on day 5

into six 75 cm2 flasks at 5.5 � 105 cells flask–1. After two days

of further proliferation, the cells were subcultured into twelve

75 cm2 flasks at 5.5 � 105 cells flask–1. The next day CM
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medium in flasks was increased from 12 ml to 200 ml. This CM

medium increase promotes cell survival outside the incubator

at room temperature and atmospheric CO2 levels for about a

week. Cells were transported to the Advanced Photon Source

(APS) and kept at room temperature and atmospheric CO2

for 3–5 days. Cells were then harvested and resuspended in

PBS solution for measurement of metal concentration. Yeast

experiments were performed using the Saccharomyces cere-

visiae yeast strain BY4741, grown in YPD rich media at 30�C

overnight. Cells were transported to the APS in YPD media,

stored at 4�C and washed with PBS prior to measurement.

4.2. Beamline parameters

Experiments were performed using the Bio-CAT (Sector

18) and 20-ID-B beamlines available at the APS. Data were

measured using both hydrophilic (PMMA) and hydrophobic

(Zeonor1) capillaries and with two sizes of capillary: i.d.

50 mm, o.d. 100 mm and i.d. 25 mm, o.d. 50 mm. Each position of

a capillary was scanned for 5–10 min while the XRF signal was

captured at 4 Hz using an energy-resolving solid state detector

(Vortex-ME4; SII NanoTechnology). A typical scan detected

between 20 and 60 cells, depending on the cell density. After

each scan, the capillary was translated by 100 mm vertically to

avoid excessive radiation damage to the capillary.

The incident beam energy (13 keV) was selected using a

Si(111) monochromator and gave a total incident flux of

�1012 photons s�1. Using a pair of Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors,

the beam was focused to 50 mm horizontal � 20 mm vertical

(FWHM) for the larger capillaries and 25 mm horizontal �

6 mm vertical for the smaller capillaries. The beam profile was

measured by a knife-edge scan. Fluorescence counts were

normalized to the incident intensity measured with a N2-filled

ion chamber immediately upstream from the sample.

4.3. Instrument calibration

The instrument was calibrated using standard solutions

[�100, �200 and �500 mM Cr(NO3)3, Fe(NO3)3, Ni(NO3)2 in

water] with concentrations confirmed by ICP-OES (Perkin-

Elmer Optima 2000 DV with Winlab software) pre- and post-

experiment. Due to lack of a calibration and the need to

extrapolate, reported values for K are only semi-quantitative.

Prior to collecting XRF data for each standard, a blank scan

of each capillary was obtained. The capillary was then filled

with the standard solutions and the XRF spectra were

measured. The blank-subtracted data were then fitted with a

series of Gaussians, one for each K� and K� peak; the

summation of the area under the K� and K� curves was taken

as the fluorescence counts for each element. Instrument

sensitivity (counts fg�1 s�1 I�1
0 ) for each element was deter-

mined from the slope of the calibration curves and, as

expected, increased with increasing atomic number. The

optimized parameters from the standards (energy calibration

and Gaussian peak widths) and K�:K� branching ratios were

held constant in subsequent linear least-squares fits of the

XRF data for the cytometer traces.

4.4. XRF fitting

XRF data were fit using the M-BLANK program (Craw-

ford, 2015). A blank was calculated using data from time

points at which no cells were present in the beam, and was

then subtracted from the data. The blank-subtracted XRF for

each time point was then fit in a linear least-squares sense

using a series of Gaussians with the energy calibration,

Gaussian widths and K�:K� ratios fixed at the experimentally

determined reference values.

5. Results

5.1. Initial measurements using PMMA capillaries

Using hydrophilic PMMA capillaries (50 mm i.d., 100 mm

o.d.), a total of 805 bRBC cells were detected in 24 individual

scans taken over a time period of �5 h. In order to avoid

detector saturation due to scattering from these relatively

large capillaries, the sample-to-detector distance was

increased to 2.5 cm. Measurements were made with a linear

velocity of 3.2 mm s�1
� 2.5 mm s�1 which resulted in cells

being exposed to the beam for a mean of �5 s. A total of 31

mouse fibroblasts (NIH3T3) cells were detected in six indivi-

dual scans taken over a time period of �4 h. The data were

measured with a higher linear velocity (8.3 mm s�1
�

5.4 mm s�1) such that, although 3T3 cells are larger than bRBC

cells, the mean exposure time in the beam (�5.5 s) was almost

the same.

From these measurements, the XRF spectrum for a single

bRBC (not shown) had an Fe fluorescence peak that was

detectable, albeit with high uncertainty; there was no Zn peak

that was detectable above the noise level. Across all of the

cells, the average Fe content was 58 � 27 fg cell�1. Assuming

an average cell volume of 80 fL, this gives an apparent Fe

concentration of �13 mM, in reasonable agreement with

expectation. For 3T3 cells, Zn and K fluorescence peaks were

both detectable above the background noise but once again

Fe was undetectable in individual XRF traces. The average

apparent cellular masses for Zn and K were 27 � 16 fg cell�1

and 789 � 550 fg cell�1, respectively. Assuming a 3T3 cell

volume of 4 pL, these give apparent concentrations of 100 mM

Zn and 6 mM K. The former is, once again, in reasonable

agreement with expectation, while the latter is much lower

than the expected value of �150 mM. This most likely reflects

the significant absorption of potassium K� X-rays by the

buffer and the capillary, and the lack of a calibration standard

for potassium. Histograms summarizing the apparent Fe

content of bRBCs, and the apparent Zn and K content of

fibroblasts are shown in Fig. S2. Also shown is a correlation

plot summarizing the relationship between Zn and K in

fibroblasts.

5.2. Capillary contaminants

The PMMA capillaries that were used in the initial

measurements showed significant impurities. In an effort to

decrease contamination, we explored a variety of capillary

materials (see Fig. S3). All of the capillaries that we tested
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showed non-negligible levels of Fe, K, Zn and Cu contami-

nants, with hydrophobic capillaries (Zeonor1 and Zeonex1)

containing the lowest levels. We ultimately switched to

Zeonor1 due to relatively lower levels of contaminants. In

addition to reducing the level of background contaminants,

these capillaries had a smaller diameter, thus decreasing the

scatter and allowing a smaller sample-to-detector distance.

The importance of background contamination for detection

limits and sensitivity is illustrated by Fig. 2, which shows a

comparison between the XRF spectrum for the average of all

805 bRBC cells measured using PMMA capillaries (top) and

the XRF spectrum for the average of bRBC 73 cells measured

using hydrophobic capillaries (middle). In the former, only the

Fe K� and Fe K� peaks are detectable, and there is noticeable

noise even in these. In the latter, Fe, S, K and possibly Zn

peaks are detectable, and the noise level is noticeably lower,

despite the fact that this is the average of one-tenth as many

cells. In part, the lower noise is due to the smaller sample-to-

detector distance (1.4 versus 2.5 cm) that was made possible by

the smaller capillary; the smaller distance should give an

approximately three-fold increase in count rate. However, we

attribute most of the improvement to the significant decrease

in background contamination.

5.3. Measurements using hydrophobic capillaries

Using hydrophobic Zeonor1 capillaries (25 mm i.d.) we

were able to see signals from individual cells. Fig. 3 shows the

fitted time course for the Fe signal in bRBCs as well as the K

and Zn signals in yeast. For bRBCs, it is clear that the signal

is detectable well above the background. Although for these

yeast measurements there is no obvious Zn or K signal in the

time trace above the background noise level, it is nevertheless

the case that these elements are detectable in the average

XRF spectrum (Fig. 2). Relatively straightforward improve-

ments, such as addition of a He shroud to decrease back-

ground scatter or use of a slower flow rate to increase cell

residence time, should render these elements detectable in

single cells.

A total of 12 scans, ranging from 5 to 10 minutes each, were

made on bRBC samples detecting a total of 131 bRBCs. At the

highest cell densities, we were able to interrogate 73 cells in a

single 10 min scan. The apparent mass of Fe in these cells was

48.8 � 19.9 fg cell�1, comparable with the data collected using

hydrophilic capillaries. Using the same protocol to fit the Zn

peaks gave an apparent Zn composition of �0.4 fg cell�1.

Using the higher-sensitivity hydrophobic capillaries we

were able to make preliminary measurements on 18 yeast cells,

which are much smaller than 3T3 cells and lack the high Fe

concentration of bRBC cells. Although only preliminary, these

data (Fig. 2, bottom) show the potential of the instrument.

There are detectable peaks for S, Zn and K. The Zn peak

represents a mean cellular content of �0.6 fg cell�1 or,

assuming a cell volume of 50 fL, a concentration of �180 mM,

in reasonable agreement with expectations. The apparent

amounts of S and K (0.6 and 37 fg cell�1, respectively) are

likely to be significantly underestimated, due to significant

absorption at these low fluorescence energies.

6. Tests for accuracy

In order to test the accuracy of our data analyses, we examined

the effect of background contamination, cell velocity, the
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Figure 3
Time scans. Representative time-scans for the Fe channel for bRBC (top)
and for the Zn and K channels for yeast (bottom). The y-axis has been
normalized to an absolute negative intensity of 1. For yeast, Zn has been
vertically shifted for visualization. The black lines for both Zn and K in
the yeast traces correspond to time points when no cells were in the beam.
The light gray lines on all three traces mark the zero in the background-
subtracted data.

Figure 2
Average XRF spectra. The average of the XRF spectrum for 805 bRBCs
measured with a 50 mm i.d. hydrophilic capillary (top), 78 bRBCs
measured with a 25 mm i.d. hydrophobic capillary (middle), and 18 yeast
cells measured with a 25 mm i.d. hydrophobic capillary (bottom). Spectra
for all time points were processed as described in the text to remove the
capillary background and the time points representing those times when
cells were in the beam were then averaged to give these spectra.



horizontal variability of the beam, and cell density on the

apparent Fe content.

6.1. Background Fe contamination

In order to test whether variations in the capillary back-

ground interfered with cellular quantitation we determined

the apparent mean Fe content from 24 different scans, each

representing �20 to 60 cells, each measured at a different

capillary location. The apparent mean Fe content is compared

with the measured Fe background in Fig. S4. There is no

discernible dependence of apparent Fe content on back-

ground despite a 50-fold variation in Fe background level for

different portions of the capillary. Both the lowest and highest

mean Fe masses are found for scans with among the lowest

contamination. In contrast with the mean, the standard

deviation of the apparent Fe content does show a dependence

on background, increasing as the background increases.

6.2. Cell velocity and mass quantitation

Depending on the details of capillary conditions there was a

�10-fold variation in cell velocity during measurement. If not

properly accounted for in our analysis, this could affect the

apparent XRF-determined masses. A plot of calculated Fe

content as a function of cellular velocity through the beam

shows no dependence of the apparent Fe content on cell

velocity (see Fig. S5).

6.3. Horizontal beam profile

Since the beam intensity is not completely uniform hori-

zontally, the measured fluorescence will vary slightly

depending on the x-coordinate of a cell at the time that it

passes through the beam. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the

apparent Fe content is plotted as a function of the x-coordi-

nate of each cell. If all of the cells contained the same amount

of Fe, the measured Fe content should reproduce the

measured horizontal beam profile. In fact, the beam profile

can be scaled vertically (see Fig. 4) to align with data. Using

this profile, we can calculate the relative signal that should be

seen for different horizontal cell positions. At the peak, a cell

will have an intensity that is �1.4-fold larger than the average

for the capillary, while, at the edge, the intensity will be

approximately two-thirds as large as at the average for the

capillary. The apparent Fe content after correcting for hori-

zontal cell position is shown in Fig. 4(b). The cells still show

significant variability in Fe content, demonstrating that the

variability is not an artefact of horizontal beam heterogeneity.

However, the histogram before correction (Fig. 4c) appears to

be slightly less symmetric than the histogram after correction

(Fig. 4d).

6.4. Cell density

For some scans, the cellular concentration was high enough

that two or more cells were in the beam at the same time. In

order to test whether we were able to reliably deconvolve

these signals we compared the apparent distributions for

overlapping versus non-overlapping cells (see Fig. S6) from

early measurements. The results for one or two cells are the

same, but if three or more cells are in the beam the standard

deviation in apparent mass increases, suggesting that the

fitting algorithm failed to correctly assign fluorescence to each

cell. For this reason, subsequent data were measured at lower

cell density in order to minimize overlaps and these initial data

were culled to remove all instances with three or more cells

in the beam.

It is worth noting that some of the

variation that we attributed to cell–cell

overlap could in fact be due to varia-

tions in horizontal position. These early

data were measured with only a single

camera and consequently the horizontal

position could not be determined. If

crowding tended to push cells away

from the center of the capillary, where

the beam is most intense, and towards

the sides, where it is less intense, this

movement alone could account for

some, and perhaps all, of the increase

seen in Fig. S6. If so, the use of two

cameras for full three-dimensional

position determination may permit the

use of higher cell densities. This is a

subject for future investigation.

7. Discussion

The experimentally determined mean

Fe content for individual bRBCs,
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Figure 4
Effect of horizontal position on apparent Fe content. (a) Apparent Fe content versus x-coordinate
of the cell when crossing the beam. The left wall of the capillary defines 0 mm. The experimental
horizontal beam profile was scaled vertically to give the best overlap with measured masses (blue
line). (b) Data after correction for horizontal intensity variation. Histogram of apparent Fe content
before (c) and after (d) correction.



�50 fg, is in good agreement with previous findings (Herring

et al., 1960a; Kakkar & Makkar, 2009; Shamberger, 2003).

Although the data are significantly noisier, the average Zn

content (�0.4 fg cell�1) is again in good agreement with

previous measurements (Herring et al., 1960a; Wang et al.,

2014). Even with these noisy data, we can see the importance

of single-cell measurements: the distribution of Fe is much

larger than would be expected simply from experimental

uncertainty. Under our conditions, an average bRBC traveling

at the average velocity gives�173 fluorescent counts and�20

background counts for Fe while passing through the beam,

corresponding to a statistical uncertainty of �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

193
p

=173 =

8.0% or �4.7 fg. The observed standard deviation (�20 fg) is

�4-fold larger, suggesting that the observed distribution is

dominated by biological variability not experimental uncer-

tainty. In principle, variations in cell size might account for

some of this variability. However, a plot of mass versus cell

radius shows no apparent correlation (Fig. 5) suggesting that

the observed distribution may be a biologically relevant

distribution, perhaps reflecting, for example, variations in Fe

content as a function of cell age.

Although the data are quite noisy in comparison with the

bRBC Fe data, the experimentally determined Zn content of

individual NIH3T3 mouse fibroblasts is in good agreement

with known mammalian concentrations (Eide, 2006). As with

the bRBC Fe content, the measured distribution appears to be

wider than would be expected simply from counting statistics.

Although there is clearly a K signal from 3T3 cells, the lack

of a calibration standard prevents accurate quantitation at

this time.

In addition to the data collected for the bRBCs and mouse

fibroblasts, we were also able to measure preliminary

composition data for yeast. These are much more challenging

than the high-iron-content bRBC cells or the large NIH3T3

cells. Our preliminary results demonstrate that, with a realistic

increase in signal-to-noise ratio from addition of a He shroud

and/or slower cell transit time, even these cells should be

accessible. In our design, we opted for the ease of sample

handling that comes with a single capillary. However, it may be

possible to optimize the system even further if the scattering

background were minimized by building in Si3N4 windows, as

done recently for X-ray scattering studies of living cells

(Weinhausen & Köster, 2013).

Our ultimate goal was to measure complete XRF spectra

for single cells. Although we have not yet fully achieved this

goal, our sensitivity is sufficient to give XRF spectra showing

Fe and K from single bRBCs, Zn from single 3T3 cells, as well

as K and Zn in single yeast cells, as shown in Fig. 6. Based on

counting statistics and a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 1,

our estimated single-cell detection limits are �7 fg for Fe and

�2.3 fg for Zn. Our inability to see Zn in single bRBC or Fe in

yeast reflects the fact that these are, in both cases, below our

current detection limits.

8. Conclusions

We have successfully demonstrated the implementation of an

XRF flow cytometer capable of measuring XRF spectra for

individual cells. With realistic improvements in signal size it

should be possible to determine the complete metallome for

individual cells. Even with these initial data, it is clear that

single-cell measurements provide significantly more informa-

tion about metal composition than can be obtained from bulk

compositional analysis.
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Figure 6
Single-cell spectra. XRF data for single cells of bRBC (top left), yeast (top right) and 3T3 (bottom).
For the bRBC and yeast spectra, the background-subtracted cell spectrum is shown in gray. For the
bRBC cell the fitted peaks for S, K, Fe and Zn are shown in cyan, red, blue and green, respectively;
for yeast, the fitted peaks for K and Zn are shown in red and blue, respectively. The 3T3 data
(bottom) were measured with a 50 mm i.d. hydrophilic capillary and thus have worse signal-to-noise
ratio in comparison with the other data, which were measured using 25 mm i.d. hydrophobic
capillaries. For the 3T3 cell, the green and gray lines show the total XRF and the capillary blank,
respectively; the blank-corrected XRF is shown in blue, with the energies of the K and Zn
fluorescence lines indicated by vertical dashed lines. No fits are shown for the 3T3 cell.
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